
 

 

92.7 BIG FM WELCOMES ‘RANGEELA RAJA’ ACTORS GOVINDA AND MISHIKA CHOURASIA 

ALONG WITH PRODUCER PAHLAJ NIHALANI AHEAD OF RELEASE 

 

A name that stole the show and ruled the box office in the 90’s, Govinda is once again 

gearing up to set the film industry ablaze with his upcoming movie ‘Rangeela Raja.’ The 

legendary star recently visited the 92.7 BIG FM studio in Mumbai for the promotion of his 

movie, along with Producer and Ex-CBFC chief Pahlaj Nihalani and the gorgeous debutant 

Mishika Chourasia.  

 

Given the title of the film ‘Rangeela Raja’ no other actor would have donned the role better 

than the storehouse of talent, Govinda himself. At his candid best, the actor was seen 

sharing his experiences on returning to the big screen after a long time with BIG MJ Anirudh. 

Govinda, who started his career with Mr. Palhaj Nihalani expressed his love and respect for 

him, and thanked the producer for playing a pivotal role in shaping his career. Pahlaj, also 

expressed his sheer love for the dynamic actor and believed that Govinda is worthy of 

getting an award for delivering a spectacular performance in the film. 

 

Speaking about the film, Govinda says, “This is a hardcore Govinda film where you come out 

of the theatres laughing. While working on the film I truly felt that when people will watch it 

they will not forget it as it will change their perception in many ways. Pahlaj Nihalani was 

there for me during every important phase of my career and it feels great to be a part of his 

film after so many years again. I am extremely excited for the film to hit the theatres and I 

hope that audience loves it as much as I loved acting in it.” 

 

Rangeela Raja will see Govinda in a double role and has a distinct 90s feel. The film also 

stars Shakti Kapoor, Digangana Suryavanshi, Mishika Chourasia, and Anupama Agnihotri. 
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